Whether you’re considering our cubers, flakers or Pearl Ice® machines, our commitment is, and always has been, to provide you with the most simple, reliable and easy-to-use commercial ice machines in the industry. In addition, Ice-O-Matic machines are backed by a world-class support network and the industry’s longest warranties. You’ll find the results of our single-minded focus on top-quality ice machines in our ice. **Ice. Pure and Simple™**

**ICE.**
**That’s all we do**
Manufacturing ice machines in Denver, Colorado since 1952, Ice-O-Matic has worked tirelessly to develop, enhance and perfect the way ice is made.

**The right machine for the right application**
Ice-O-Matic offers a wide range of commercial ice-making products including cube ice makers, flake and Pearl Ice makers, storage bins, dispensers, transport systems, bagging systems and water filters.

**PURE.**
**Antimicrobial**
Our innovative, food-safe AgION® antimicrobial compound is permanently integrated into key food-zone areas, improving the sanitation of the ice-making system.

**Water filtration**
We offer the highest-quality water-filtration program to enhance the purity of the ice—eliminating offensive taste and odor common with unfiltered ice machines.

**SIMPLE.**
**Practical design**
Ice-O-Matic ice makers are designed for simplicity with features such as our easy-access cabinet, easy-to-clean ice-making system and simple electromechanical controls.

**Long-lasting performance**
Our ice machines are designed for unparalleled ease of operation, maintenance and service, with quick and easy diagnosis.

**Quality and reliability**
Ice-O-Matic ice machines are highly dependable and constructed with the industry’s only stainless steel chassis, stainless and rigid plastic cabinets, and other precision parts. Our machines boast proven reliability and are backed by the longest warranties in the industry.

**Easy to do business with**
We know time is money, and getting it right the first time is essential. That’s why we strive to always recommend and install the right machine for the right job.
THE PERFECT ICE FOR ANY OCCASION
It’s that familiar clinking sound in your favorite beverage. It’s the fresh, crystal-clear ice that tumbles into glasses at restaurants, bars and convenience stores around the world, cooling the drink while preserving the flavor. Our widely popular cube ice never goes out of style and is perfect for any application or occasion. Long-lasting cube ice is the right choice for a wide variety of uses.

CUBE ICE – The Industry Standard

**Half Cube**
This smaller, easier-to-handle ice is perfect for blended drinks due to its ability to break down and create a smoother finish. Half cube ice is easily delivered by our machines for consistent production and works well in dispenser applications.
Dimensions: width: ⅜ in., depth: ⅜ in., height: ⅝ in. (10 x 22 x 22 mm)

**Full Cube**
As the perfect complement to any cocktail or beverage, drinks simply look and taste better with this long-lasting, classic ice cube. Full cube ice is the most popular choice for large-volume applications like bagging and bulk cooling.
Dimensions: width: ⅞ in., depth: ⅞ in., height: ⅞ in. (22 x 22 x 22 mm)

**Gourmet**
Uniquely shaped and crystal clear, gourmet ice adds sparkle to fine dining, receptions and convention events, while working equally well in any restaurant or retail application.
Dimensions: width: 1 ⅛ in., diameter: 1 ⅛ in. (29 x 29 mm)
RELIABLE AND EFFORTLESS PERFORMANCE
Ice-O-Matic manufactures a full range of modular and self-contained cube ice machines designed for extremely simple operation and maintenance, with a commitment to reliability. Think of our machines as your silent partner, working every day to provide high volumes of crystal-clear ice. We ensure seamless ice production for many years to come, so you can spend more time focusing on your business.

Ice-O-Matic ICE Series cube machines produce full, half or gourmet cube sizes. Our modular cube ice machines boast these state-of-the-art-features:

- Top air discharge, available FREE on several 30” (762 mm) models, eliminates the need for side airflow clearance
- Low-profile machines are 1” to 3” (25 mm to 76 mm) lower in height than most competitors’ machines
- Easy-access cabinet provides a large opening to all key components with the removal of only two simple fasteners
- Storage bins include a built-in scoop holder for improved sanitation
- Safe-hold hinge holds the bin door for easier access to the ice
- 100% of our ICE Series machines meet or exceed CEC or Energy Star criteria

Peace-of-Mind Protection
Every Ice-O-Matic ice machine is backed by our full-coverage warranty providing:
• Three-year parts and labor
• Five-year parts coverage on the compressor

7-Year Evaporator Warranty
Ice-O-Matic offers the only extended 7-Year Evaporator Warranty in the industry. Simply by purchasing an Ice-O-Matic water filter and replacing it every six months, you guarantee your warranty.
PRACTICAL DESIGN FEATURES

Ice-O-Matic cubers are designed with simple time-tested components for reliable and carefree operation.

**Harvest Assist**
Overpowers scale buildup to ensure consistent, reliable and energy-efficient performance.

**Electromechanical Controls**
Time-tested electrical components reliably control the ice-making process. They are easy to adjust and diagnose, and can be replaced individually for low-cost repairs.

**Filter-Free Air**
Oversized condenser eliminates the need for a restrictive air filter, saving time and money.

**Sea Salt Corrosion Protection**
Provides important protection in coastal regions and is offered standard at no additional charge on all cube remote condensers.
THE ICE-O-MATIC CUBE ICE MACHINE

MODULAR
Ice-O-Matic modular cubers are designed to provide the highest reliability, with carefree operation and maintenance. They produce pure, crystal-clear ice for the most demanding foodservice and hospitality needs. Half and full cube configurations are available.

22” Wide (559 mm)
Two model choices produce up to 559 lbs. (254 kg) per day
Available in 50Hz (A) and 60Hz (A & W) models

30” Wide (762 mm)
Seven model choices produce up to 1,432 lbs. (650 kg) per day
Available in 50Hz and 60Hz (A, W & R) models

48” Wide (1,219 mm)
Three model choices produce up to 1,856 lbs. (842 kg) per day
Available in 50Hz and 60Hz (A, W & R) models

SELF-CONTAINED CUBERS
The perfect ice maker for small-space applications such as bars, coffee shops and wait stations. Our small self-contained cuber features the unique gourmet-style cube, and our larger cubers are available in half or full cube configurations. These offer the highest level of production and storage of any self-contained model in the industry.

15” Wide (386 mm)
Produces up to 84 lbs. (38 kg) per day
Integrated storage of up to 24 lbs. (11 kg)
Available in 60Hz (A) model

24” Wide (610 mm)
Two model choices produce up to 251 lbs. (114 kg) per day
Integrated storage of up to 100 lbs. (45 kg)
Available in 50Hz and 60Hz (A & W) models

30” Wide (762 mm)
Produces up to 356 lbs. (161 kg) per day
Available in 50Hz and 60Hz (A & W) models
STORAGE, TRANSPORT AND DISPENSER OPTIONS

Our storage and dispenser options are designed for practical, lower profile applications. The finer details, such as a safe-hold hinge and a convenient scoop holder, were considered in the design of our slope front storage bins, while smart, space-saving considerations were built into our dispensers.

**Slope Front Storage Bins**
Five models measuring 22” (559 mm), 30” (762 mm) or 48” (1,219 mm) wide
Integrated storage capacity up to 854 lbs. (388 kg)

**Upright Storage Bins**
Five models measuring 30” (762 mm), 48” (1,219 mm) or 60” (1,524 mm) wide
Integrated storage capacity up to 1,807 lbs. (821 kg)

**Water and Ice Dispensers**
22” (559 mm) and 30” (762 mm) wide models store up to 250 lbs. (113 kg)

**Hotel Dispensers**
22” (559 mm) and 30” (762 mm) wide models store up to 180 lbs. (81 kg)

**Ice Transport System**
Four models measuring 36” (914 mm), 48” (1,219 mm), 60” (1,524 mm) or 72” (1,829 mm) wide
Integrated storage up to 1,846 lbs. (838 kg)
Includes a single or double 125 lb. (57 kg) transport cart

**Ice Bagging System**
Two models measuring 30” (762 mm) or 48” (1,219 mm)
Integrated storage up to 1,078 lbs. (489 mm)

**WATER FILTRATION**

**IFQ1 System**
Single cartridge with a quick disconnect
Ice-making capacity: Up to 1,000 lbs.
Dimensions: 6” W x 4” D x 15” H
(152 W x 102 D x 381 H mm)

**IFQ2 System**
Dual cartridge with a quick disconnect
Ice-making capacity: Up to 2,400 lbs.
Dimensions: 10” W x 6” D x 16” H
(254 W x 152 D x 406 H mm)
Ice-O-Matic is devoted to sustainability in every aspect of our business. So to help offset our carbon footprint, we work with American Forests to plant a tree for every ice machine we sell. Our ultimate goal is to plant 150,000 trees over the next several years.